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Currently Agenda2030 implementation led by commercial enterprises prioritizes patriarchal
indicators and colonial financing reliant on hard-currencies backed by militaries and forciblyextracted metals. Therefore Yamasi ask the PFII to collaborate with EMRIP, and the Working
Group on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises
and the Working Group on Contemporary Forms of Slavery to review the impacts of slavery on
Indigenous Peoples in the past, compare modern forms of slavery, including the appropriation of
Indigenous Peoples’ cultural and ecological care work, and make recommendations for best
practices to prevent and remedy slavery in the future. This may lead Agenda2030 financing for
development to value indigenous economic models that enable women to have financial and
social security through traditional trade that excludes prostitution, rape, prison, and slavery and
upholds UN Slavery Convention of 1926.
Additionally we propose that the UN allow more flexibility in the 2030 Agenda to see how
Indigenous Peoples’ governments can negotiate our Peoples’ Free Prior and Informed Consent to
share our knowledge, policies, skills, and wealth of blessings residing in the winds, lands, and
waters we protect. We ask the GA to allow UNDP to work with all volunteering Indigenous
Peoples and Member states to develop productive peace processes that effectively include
indigenous women ending violent conflict between colonial aggressors and Indigenous Peoples.
We ask the PFII to ask the Working Group on Communications to evaluate human rights
complaints in the context of development aggression against Indigenous Peoples with attention
to small-numbered Peoples and refer their evaluation to the Working Group on Situations to be
considered with advice from the Decolonization Committee in the context of its 2030 Agenda
work to conserve territories of Indigenous Peoples’ original nations.
We request PFII and EMRIP to set indigenous economies as a topic for the next forum.
Indigenous economies enable stable societies for future generations where women and children
have a secure economic position and are not homeless or vulnerable. We consider our ecosystem
as the economic basis of our Peoples and nations. What Agenda2030 financing for development
calls a ‘bank’ we call our forest, water, marsh, valley, desert, plateau, or jungle. We would like to
share our model for sustainable economies with the world so we can mitigate and survive the
climate change crisis.
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